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February Gallery Shows & Locations
1.CAP ArtSpace

110 N. Tioga St. | www.artspartner.org
Virtual Exhibit
Recent Works, Ithaca College Department of Art Faculty
The Community Arts Partnership's "CAP ArtSpace" presents a virtual exhibit
of work from the faculty of the Ithaca College Department of Art, highlighting
diverse perspectives and media. "CAP" thanks their generous annual ArtSpace
Sponsor, the Tompkins Trust Company.

2. Community School of Music and Arts

330 E. M.L.K Jr. St. | www.csma-ithaca.org
Window Display, Virtual Exhibit
Reflections, Terrance Vann
Terrance is an award-winning muralist, illustrator and fine artist from Wilmington, Delaware who currently resides in Freeville, NY. Going under the
moniker “Terranceism” or “IsmBoy,” his work captures a vivid Afro Surrealist
Expressionism in a signature style that makes for an one-of-a-kind viewing
experience.
“Reflections” is an exhibition featuring past and unseen paintings, and acts
as a review to share how his work has grown through time. This marks his first
showing since going on over a years long hiatus from studio painting. “Reflections” is also his debut exhibition in the Finger Lakes region . Terrance is an
active art instructor with CSMA and has become involved in several mural
projects locally, most recently transforming the Reusecenter on Elmira Rd. into
a vibrant landmark to be enjoyed by all.

3. Cat’s Pajamas (located in Dewitt Mall)

215 N. Cayuga St. | www.catspajamasithaca.com
In-person Exhibit
Recent Works, Terry Plater
Terry Plater is a local artist who has recently offered her artistic talents to the
downtown community when she was commissioned to design a piece for
the kiosk wraps on the Ithaca Commons. Terry is currently in the process of
creating a series of legacy paintings based on family photos. Some of this work
will be on display at Cat’s Pajamas located in the Dewitt Mall.

4. Handwork

102 W. M.L.K. Jr. St. | www.handwork.coop
Window Display
Recent Works, Horton Daniel
Horton Daniel Furnishings began when I saw an opportunity to create functional pieces of art incorporating my own unique style. It was over the course
of 2020 that I had the opportunity to dedicate more time and energy into the
evolution of my work. I enjoy working with species of wood from all over the
world and I am inspired by their natural patterns and elements. The shapes I
carve follow these organic lines while also manipulating the wood in order to
further uncover the natural beauty within.

5. State of the Art Gallery

120 W. M.L.K. Jr. St. | soagithaca.org
In-person Exhibit, Gallery open only until 6pm on Gallery Night
Light, Color, Shadow- Mary Ann Bowman, Stan Bowman, Ed
Brothers, Eva
Capobianco, Jane Dennis, Patricia Hunsinger and Connie Zehr
“Light, Color, Shadow” is the second members show of 2021, and seven
gallery artists—Mary Ann Bowman, Stan Bowman, Ed Brothers, Eva Capobianco, Jane Dennis, Patricia Hunsinger and Connie Zehr—will show paintings,
photographs, mixed media and sculpture. The show will run from Feb. 4-28,
2021. In conjunction with the opening on February 4, visitors to https://soagsalon.online/category/light-color-and-shadow/ will find short illustrated
articles by the artists discussing some of the work they are displaying.
An online version of the entire show will be available at https://soagannex.art.

6. Adrina Dietra Luxury Lingerie and Apothecary Goods
112 W. Green St., Press Bay Court | www.adrinadietra.com
Video Submission
Adrina Dietra x Blackroot | Valentine's 2021
"I have run through this labyrinth many times, in search of my love. It wasn't
until I realized I was the lost one, that I found the center." -AG
Muse/Edits: #Blackroot @billi3.blackroot on Instagram
Garments/Styling: #AdrinaDietra @adrinadietra on Instagram
{shop currently 100% appt only with a focus of folx purchase via web}
Song: 'Grains de Beaute' by Céu {legal verbiage: we do not own the rights to
this song and thus in some areas or places, you may hear mutes}
Featured Collections: Bruja!, Basque, Labyrinth
Labyrinth Limited Capsule Collection -The idea for this collection was inspired by the Pale Man character in the
movie 'Pan's Labyrinth' by Guillermo del Torro, due to the intricate lace detail.
While in the development stage, I envisioned the labyrinth as more of a mental
place, than a physical, and the ways we as people become trapped in them,
even if the path to the center is clear.
All of the fabric of this hand made garment was sourced in New York. The Tea
colorway is hand dyed using small batches of natural tea leaf dye. All straps are
fully adjustable. Accented with nickel-free gold hardware.

Basque Capsule Collection -This is still, actually, in the development stage, but this particular item went
well with what we were going to be shooting. The collection will be a play
on layering -- sheers on sheers with hints of opaque in the most 'societally
delicate' of places {nips, vag, gusset}--reflecting the censoring of views and
their relation to the layers we must peel away as we become closer to being
comfortable in our own skin.
Fabric for this capsule has been sourced here in NY and is of 100% ethically
sourced. Silk in the make-up of Tulle and Charmeuse. Straps will be 100%
adjustable and be adorned with nickel-free, Antique bronze coated metal.
Velvet fabric for this collection was sourced from a close out to help combat
fashion waste. Lace was vintage from 1950 of stock that had not been used.
The stretch mesh was sourced in NYC's garment district. Metal is all nickel-free

Adrina Dietra continued..
Bruja! Capsule Collection -Bruja! is a celebration of the return to our ancestral roots. It highlights the
resurgence of understanding the misunderstood, within the constant waves
and shifts of human knowledge. The collection gathers the elements of the
universe, to create the vision of a collective beauty--such as the enlightenment
gained when taking time to familiarize
ourselves with the unknown.
Earth {the 'dried' flowers of the fabric}, Fire {the color of the velvet}, Water
{was represented in the turquoise adornments some models wore when this
premiered at the Harold Pratt House on NYC's Upper East Side during fashion
week, February of 2019. Was also represented as an option of hand beadwork
for made-to-measure clients that purchased items that utilized the 1950s
vintage lace containing pieces}, Air {the lace depicted stars and clouds of the
sky}

7. Press Cafe

118 W. Green St. | facebook.com/ithacapress
Traditional In-person Exhibit

Writings On The Wall, Koda Smith
Born and raised in northern Pennsylvania, Koda Smith currently lives and works
in Ithaca, NY. After graduating from Ithaca College, he took up painting. His oil
paintings of abstracted yet playful landscapes aim to add to the dialogue
surrounding climate change and other environmental issues.
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